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INTRODUCTION

MiniFootball is a new crypto that combines the greatest fans from Football and Doge, creating the greatest community in the world!

Our team loves football and crypto, especially its ability to disrupt barriers and create global communities.

For this reason, a token that combines both worlds was born, MiniFootball

We hope to build one of the largest communities in crypto, giving seasoned fans and new fans unique and once in a lifetime opportunities through our community prize system!

Our amazing tokenomics will have you amazed for days, we also will have football games available for you to play on our website where you can play against the computer or against other members of the community to win amazing cash prizes each week.

Now for the big one, twice weekly we will have a live draw on our telegram voicechat where you win some big cash prizes and the beauty is the prize fund will grow in size each week and the winner could end up winning $20,000+ just for holding their tokens (eligibility and terms apply)

Each week we will be giving away a PlayStation 5 console with FIFA 2021 to a random MiniFootball holder

We’ll host monthly FIFA 21 tournaments via our Discord Server with prizes up to $5,000!

Weekly giveaways will include match tickets to the lucky winners match of choice

DISCLAIMER

MiniFootball, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps (“MiniFootball”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any executive or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. MiniFootball is decentralized and community driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors or other figures or entities exerting any form of governance. The MiniFootball smart contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The MiniFootball token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind.

MiniFootball is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation or offer to invest in MiniFootball or acquire or use MiniFootball tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom. Any user of MiniFootball represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or element of MiniFootball (including the MiniFootball token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software or interface, including MiniFootball, and further disavows any claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with MiniFootball, for any damage suffered, including total loss. MiniFootball makes a credit card interface available on its website solely for the users’ convenience. The Company is not a payment processor of any kind, and has no control over credit card processing. Use at your own risk.
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was developed as a means of utilizing solidity-based smart contracts with much greater speed and efficiency than other, competing chains. With decentralized exchanges on BSC offering lightning-fast swaps and extremely low fees, BSC has started to become one of the most widely used blockchains for Decentralized Finance (Defi). BSC uses a token protocol developed by the Binance Team called BEP-20. Known for 5 second block speeds much faster than doge with 1 minute block speeds. These 2 articles compare block speed:

**Doge 1 Minute:**
https://coinsutra.com/transaction-speeds/

**Bep-20/BSC 5 seconds:**
https://trustwallet.com/blog/binance-smart-chain-in-numbers

**Advantages of the Binance smart chain are:**
It’s a proprietary blockchain, which will provide security and safety to all users and developers. Its native dual chain interoperability will allow cross-chain communication and scaling of high-performance dApps that require a fast and smooth user experience. It’s EVM-compatible and will support all of the existing Ethereum toolings along with faster and cheaper transactions. Its on-chain governance with Proof of Staked Authority consensus, built on 21 validators who validate the transactions, will provide decentralization and enable significant community involvement.

MiniFootball is not responsible for the actions of the Binance smart chain network
MINIFOOTBALL
PROTOCOL

MiniFootball employs 3 simple functions

1% fee = redistributed to all existing holders

4% fee is split 50/50 half of which is sold by the contract into BNB, while the other half of the MiniFootball tokens are paired automatically with the previously mentioned BNB and added as a liquidity pair on Pancake Swap

8% fee = will be sent to the Prize Fund wallet from each transaction as it happens, so that our community will have always the chance to win bigger prizes overall.

We have a Prize Fund Wallet with 8% of the total supply which receives redistributions to donate to our charity partners.

10% Marketing Wallet of the total supply which also receives redistributions and the funds will be used to promote our much wow, such cute project and spread awareness.
MINIFOOTBALL ROADMAP

**Phase 1 - Goalkeeper**
Mareketing push  
Website launch  
Huge Influencers  
First Audit  
5k+ telegram members  
Presale announcement  

**Phase 2 - Defenders**
Successful Launch  
Dextools Trending  
Reddit Trending  
Coinhunt, Coinsniper etc.  
Influencer marketing push  
Certik Audit  
Listing on CoinGecko  
Listing on Coinmarketcap  
25k+ Telegram members  
Weekly Giveaways  
Prize draws Go Live  
Big manual burn  

**Phase 3 - Midfielders**
Huge Marketing Campaign  
Meme contest  
Listings on CEX  
Football Ads on big games  
Expansion of core team  
Marketing Prior to 1st Game Release  
Release of the 1st Game  
Game Marketing Push  

**Phase 4 - Forwards**
Partnerships  
Football Ads on big games  
Release of the 2nd Game  
Increased Marketing push  
Big manual burn  
Website redesign  
Mini Football SWAP  
More Partnerships